Femoral Nerve Palsy due to Iliopsoas Muscle Hematoma: A Mini Literature Review
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Abstract

We encountered a patient who developed femoral nerve paralysis due to iliopsoas muscle hematoma. Surgical removal of the hematoma is recommended for such cases, but conservative treatment may also be sufficient and there are no clear judgment criteria. An investigation of past reports showed that recovery was faster after surgery than after conservative treatment, regardless of the severity of paralysis, and that hematoma removal was especially effective for cases with severe paralysis. In our case, pain of the femoral nerve-innervated region was rapidly relieved by removal of the hematoma.
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1. Introduction

Cases of iliopsoas muscle hematoma are roughly divided into those caused by hemorrhagic diathesis, such as hemophilia and anticoagulant therapy, and those due to trauma [1] [2]. We encountered a patient with femoral nerve paralysis induced by iliopsoas muscle hematoma that formed during anticoagulant therapy for disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).

2. Case Report

The patient was a 69-year-old man with a chief complaint of right lower abdominal pain and right lower-extremity weakness. He was admitted to the Urology Department of our hospital for acute prostatitis-induced sepsis, and anticoagulant therapy with thrombomodulin for sepsis-induced DIC was initiated on the 4th hospital day. The patient felt pain in the right lower abdominal region over the anterior surface of the thigh during stepping on stairs on the 9th hospital day.
and became unable to extend the right hip joint due to pain on the 10th hospital day. Since right lower-extremity weakness was observed, the patient was referred to our department. His past medical history and history of oral medication were unremarkable.

Physical findings on the first examination included spontaneous pain in the right lower abdominal region over the right anterior surface of the thigh, and tense swelling in the right inguinal region. The hip joint showed a so-called psoas position in flexion, and adopting a supine position was difficult. Anesthesia of the right anterior surface of the thigh was noted. Muscle strength based on manual muscle testing (MMT) had scores of 2 for the right iliopsoas muscle and 0 - 1 for the right quadriceps muscle, and tendon reflex of the right patella was lost.

Blood tests showed WBC of 12,780/μL (3500 - 9700) and CRP of 12.7 mg/dL (0 - 0.3), indicating the presence of an inflammatory reaction, and Plt was decreased to $9.6 \times 10^4$ μL (14 - 37.9), meeting the acute-phase DIC score in diagnostic criteria [3].

In imaging, contrast-enhanced CT showed a slightly high-density space-occupying lesion in the right iliac fossa over the insertion site of the lesser trochanter in the iliac muscle, and the iliac muscle was swollen. There was no contrast enhancement inside or at the margin of the lesion (Figure 1).

Based on the acute development and imaging findings described above, femoral nerve paralysis induced by iliopsoas muscle hematoma, mainly in the iliac muscle, was suspected, and anticoagulant therapy was discontinued after the first examination at our department. The conditions of anesthesia and motor paralysis did not change, and Hb decreased from 12.8 to 6.0 g/100 mL on the 12th hospital day. Since improvement of symptoms was not expected, the patient was transferred to a higher-level medical center on the 15th hospital day and invasive removal of the hematoma was performed on the same day.

Figure 1. Contrast-enhanced CT showed a space-occupying lesion in the iliac fossa over the insertion site of the lesser trochanter in the iliac muscle in the right pelvic cavity, and the iliac muscle was markedly swollen. There was no contrast enhancement in the lesion or at the margin. (a) Axial view; (b) Coronal view.
In surgery, the affected region was reached through a retroperitoneal approach in the left lateral position. The iliac muscle was markedly swollen and excluded the femoral nerve and psoas major muscle. Fasciotomy was applied to the iliac muscle, and a hematoma with a total weight of 150 g was removed (Figure 2), followed by confirmation of release of compression of the psoas major (Figure 3). After sufficient irrigation with saline, a drain was placed and surgery was completed by wound closure.

Right lower abdominal pain resolved immediately after surgery and the patient became able to extend the hip joint and adopt a supine position. Ambulation using a wheelchair was achieved on the day after surgery and the patient started walking training 5 days after surgery. He became able to walk independently with a cane 14 days after surgery and continued walking training and muscle strengthening exercise after discharge. Hematoma had disappeared on CT performed 3 months after surgery (Figure 4), and muscle strength at 6 months after surgery had a MMT score of 5 for the quadriceps muscle, showing improvement with slight remaining dysesthesia.

Figure 2. The iliac muscle was markedly swollen and a large blood clot (weight 150 g) was excised when the fascia was manually incised.

Figure 3. The hematoma was removed by fasciotomy of the iliac muscle, after which the iliac muscle shrunk (←←) and the femoral nerve (←) was present right above the psoas major muscle.
Figure 4. Hematoma had disappeared on CT performed 3 months after surgery, and muscle strength at 6 months after surgery had a MMT score of 5 for the quadriceps muscle, showing improvement with slight remaining dysesthesia. (a) Axial view; (b) Coronal view.

3. Discussion

The incidence of femoral nerve paralysis associated with iliopsoas muscle hematoma is relatively high, at about 70%. When lower abdominal pain and femoral nerve paralysis develop acutely, iliopsoas muscle hematoma-induced femoral nerve paralysis should be closely examined. The anatomical factor in this condition may be the location of the femoral nerve in the space surrounded by the pelvic wall, inguinal ligament, and fascia of the iliac muscle and psoas major muscle, and swelling of the iliopsoas muscle due to hematoma may compress the nerve and cause paralysis [4].

Favorable recovery from paralysis by removal of the hematoma [5] [6] [7] [8] and rapid pain relief by surgery [5] [9] have been reported in treatment of iliopsoas muscle hematoma accompanied by femoral nerve paralysis. In contrast, another study reported that the efficacy of surgery was unclear because the function of the quadriceps muscle could be recovered by conservative treatment [1]; therefore, there are no clear criteria for a surgical indication at present. CT-guided needle aspiration of hematoma has also been reported [10], but the hematoma is hard and organized in many cases, for which needle aspiration is not indicated.

For these reasons, we investigated the outcomes of conservative and surgical treatments of iliopsoas muscle hematoma accompanied by femoral nerve paralysis. A literature search revealed reports of 28 cases of iliopsoas muscle hematoma accompanied by femoral nerve paralysis [1] [2] [4]-[24]. The causes were hemorrhagic diathesis, such as anticoagulant therapy, hemophilia, and thrombolytic therapy in 13 cases, while 15 cases were associated with exercise, trauma, and hip joint disease. In our patient, anticoagulant therapy for DIC was considered to be the cause. The treatment method was conservative treatment in 8 cases and hematoma removal in 20 cases. The time to resolution of symptoms was described in 24 of the 28 cases, and was unclear in 4. Muscle strength recovered to MMT 4 or higher in 23 cases, while muscle weakness of MMT 3 re-
mained in one case, which received conservative treatment [6]. The times to resolution of mild hypesthesia and recovery of lower limb muscle strength to MMT 4 or higher were 3.6 and 2.3 months in cases treated with conservative and surgical treatment, respectively. This suggests that recovery is faster after surgical treatment and that paralysis may persist with conservative treatment.

Investigation of the surgical indication may be necessary depending on the ADL level and grade of paralysis in individual patients because complications may occur, such as hemorrhage, iatrogenic nerve injury, and postoperative infection [5]. However, the incidence of these complications is unlikely to be high, and rapid pain relief by hematoma removal and shortening of the time to recovery from paralysis may be greater benefits for patients. In our patient with iliopsoas muscle hematoma accompanied by severe femoral nerve paralysis, rapid pain relief and early recovery from paralysis were achieved by hematoma removal, and the degree of satisfaction of the patient with relief from pain after surgery was very high. Therefore, we suggest that surgical treatment should be selected for patients with this condition with severe paralysis who do not desire conservative treatment.

4. Conclusion

We encountered a patient who developed femoral nerve paralysis induced by iliopsoas muscle hematoma during anticoagulant therapy. Rapid pain relief and early improvement of femoral nerve paralysis were achieved by surgical treatment.

5. Disclosure

Consent to publication of photographs and data were given by the patient and his family after they received an explanation of this process. There is no potential conflict of interest to disclose with regard to this case.
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